CAREERS
By Kennard T. Wing, CMA

Ready to Pay It
Forward? Give Mentoring
a Try
Mentoring is often as rewarding
for the mentor as it is for the

mentee. Here are some valuable
suggestions to help everyone
get the most out of a mentoring
relationship.

O

ften we’re so busy managing
the crisis of the moment that
we don’t have time for important
things that never become urgent.
A good example would be mentoring less experienced employees,
perhaps especially those who don’t
report to us. This is a shame
because mentoring is not only
valuable to the firm—it’s intrinsically rewarding. For example, I
remember a young man who used
our relationship to recognize the
subtly patronizing way he spoke
and acted toward female colleagues, to take responsibility for
the negative consequences he was
creating for himself through that,
and to begin deep changes in these
longstanding behavior patterns.
Years later, I feel it’s one of the
most worthwhile things I’ve ever
been involved in, even though all I
did was ask a few questions. Of
course, mentoring relationships
need not go into such issues unless
that’s what both parties want.
In a nutshell, mentoring is
simply older, more experienced
people helping younger, less ex18
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perienced people succeed through
a private, one-on-one relationship.
While some companies have tried
to formalize the process—and that
can help would-be mentors and
mentees find each other—it works
best when it’s a long-term, freely
chosen relationship on both sides.
Mentoring starts with your desire
to help someone else. It isn’t hard;
everyone has something to share,
so all that’s needed is the willingness to do so. Here are a few tips
to get you started and keep you on
track.
Establish the Relationship. You

can’t mentor someone who
doesn’t want you to. That’s okay.
Pick someone else. Or you may be
approached. Then it’s up to you to
decide whether you want to help
that person. Again, you may
decline. Mentoring works only if
it’s part of a relationship of trust
and respect. If either party doubts
it will work, it probably won’t.
Some people are quite explicit
with each other about this being a
mentoring relationship. Others
never speak about it but proceed
informally as if they were simply
friends or colleagues getting
together. There’s no cookbook—
just two people connecting, or
not, as the case may be.

Find out about Feelings, Values,
and Aspirations. Mentors can

help people move their careers in
a great variety of directions.
Whether a particular direction
will be perceived as forward
depends on what the person
wants. Thus, the mentor must listen deeply for feelings, values, and
aspirations in order to offer assistance that helps the employee
achieve the desired end. These
conversations are useful in themselves because few people really
know what they want, and young
people in particular often have
unrealistic expectations. A friendly ear mixed with a measured
dose of reality can save a talented
but impatient employee from a
hopscotch career and help retain a
good person for the firm. Of
course, it’s possible the best next
step will be outside the company.
Professional service firms, for
example, often count on employees moving to client companies,
and employee, firm, and client
can all win in such cases.
Provide Useful Information
about the Company and the
World of Work. Regardless of

what sort of formal education
your recently graduated new
employees sat through, or how

prestigious the institutions they graduated
from, if they haven’t
held a job before or
while attending school,
there’s a good chance
they know nothing
about how the world of
work really works.
Unless they collaborated
on a take-home exam or
swapped assignments
with a roommate,
school hasn’t prepared
them for how personal
networks operate in the
typical firm or for the need to seek
collaborators. This is especially
true of technical experts who
believe their hot skills and some
barbed wire around their cubicles
are all they need.
Deal Adult-to-Adult, not Adult-
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to-Child. How you try to share

your knowledge is also important.
Overexposure to one-way methods of teaching has thoroughly
inoculated many of us against any
possibility of learning from a lecture or sermon. The best approach
is to engage in some kind of joint
problem-solving session with the
employee around an issue of current concern. A cyclical process,
where problem solving at one ses-

Effective mentors use
the power that comes
from their knowledge, experience, and
contacts to provide
both direct and indirect assistance.
sion leads to action, the results of
which are reflected upon at a later
session and new decisions taken, is
particularly effective in fostering
development.
Provide Opportunities. Mentor-

ing has to be more than just talk.

Effective mentors use
the power that comes
from their knowledge,
experience, and contacts to provide both
direct and indirect
assistance. Introduce
employees to people in
your network who
would be useful. Help
them get on crossfunctional task forces
that will provide high
visibility and new contacts. Suggest them for
open positions that fit
their aspirations.
If you’ve ever wondered whether
the work you’re doing is of any
lasting value, give mentoring a try.
Will those you assist be eternally
grateful? Probably not. But so
what? You’ll find these relationships to be the most rewarding,
relaxing, and satisfying of any you
have at work. And you’ll feel good
about yourself for doing it. SF
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